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Awareness contains words… and words are Awareness. [What are you saying?] 

 

AWARENESS CONTAINS WORDS… AND WORDS ARE (A FORM OF) AWARENESS. BECAUSE THEY 

CONTAIN IT ALSO. TO A GREATER OR LESSER EXTENT. 

 

Awareness contains words. Yes. The primary contains the secondary. But words are made of 

awareness also. If it’s all One, then it’s all THAT! 

Awareness contains thoughts, words, actions, etc. We may say that awareness precedes thoughts, 

words, actions. But more than that, Awareness ‘contains’ thoughts, words, actions. Awareness 

‘holds’ thoughts words, actions. It is what is Present, ‘before,’ ‘after,’ and ‘during.’ It is Presence 

Itself. 

Indeed, Awareness manifests thoughts, words, actions. Out of Itself. The Eternal gives birth to the 

external. The external passing show is held in the Eternal Unchanging Essence. 

And this holding… this containing… is loose and allowing and strong. We have possibility. But 

nowhere outside the Law of The One. 

Thoughts, words, actions, are Awareness crystallised in form. Awareness still (i.e. nonetheless). In 

movement!  

Thoughts, words, actions, are aspects of Awareness. Thoughts, words, actions are the extension(s) 

of… Awareness. 

Once integrated, thoughts, words, actions are Awareness Itself. (This is YOUR JOURNEY). 

 

It depends on whether you are seeing with eyes of One, or separation. One eye or two. Two eyes or 

One. Duality or Non-duality. Or somewhere, in gradation, between these apparently vastly different 

states of being, or ways of seeing. There’s a whole spectrum of life here! And where does this state 

of being (whatever it is) exist? In us. 

How are we looking? (Not how do we look from an outside perspective… [although yes, that too…] 

how are we seeing, from the inside out?). What is the quality of awareness we are looking out from? 

And no, not just how many things can you observe and track and remember… [although yes, that 

too…] but how is your internal state that is processing all that you see and experience and walk 

through? What is that state, or condition, of the life in you, that is doing that ‘working it all out’? 

Inevitably, the quality of thoughts, words, actions, depends on the quality of one’s awareness. (The 

Quality of One’s Awareness). For the expression, the movement of being… is born of its state. 

Ultimately, we are Unconditioned/Unconditional Awareness. But relatively, as individuals and 

groups in the world, we are conditioned/conditional, and operating with conditioned/conditional 

awareness. We may be the Unconditional, but we (often) believe in (and believe we are) much less. 
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Condition-less Awareness, in individual expressions/reflections of itself is (has become) conditional. 

Just like the shards of a mirror are going to reflect the one light differently.  

Separate beings (individuals or groups) are made separate only through their difference and 

distance. Otherwise there is only One. (For with no distinction between things, no difference). 

Perhaps reality as we know it in the world is an opportunity to perceive boundaries, where (in the 

Spiritual we often can’t quite lift ourselves high enough to see…) none exist… and there is just One 

Blazing Sun of Light. And our lives are the ‘working it all out’- the healing of the split. 

Our lives, perhaps, are the Universe Healing… having moved apart, now coming back together. 

Through our own healed and healing- unified and unifying, perception. The Universe Healing Itself. 

The Universe in Healing- what a way to see life- to see ourselves!- what cosmic significance! 

We can work towards this Oneness we are, through healing and integrating. Healing and integrating 

what? Our own consciousness. Because this is the root of all that we see and know! And all that we 

see and know… all our thoughts, words, and actions and all the passing forms… are the contents of 

this One, and are made of the same ‘stuff,’ albeit apparently denser, differentiated and split into 

varied expressions. 

Just as we each individually contain thoughts and experiences, so does the Universe. Perhaps we are 

each ‘one of them’. We are the Whole ‘One’ (Spiritual Life Essence)… and we are a relative ‘one’ 

(body-mind unit and identification with that). And it’s ALL ONE!  

But however our light is shining- whatever frequency colour, depth, dimness or bright(ness), we all 

belong to the same spectrum and Essence of Life… and so have the capacity to un-muddy our seeing 

to see at the level of Pure Light. Where we Ultimately are. 

Metaphorically, we can put the mirror back together. (And in doing so, perhaps, realise it never 

broke. But oddly enough, we have to put it back together to see that. We have to search before we 

can abandon the search). 

We can learn to see our limited conditions, and therefore, with honesty, learn to see beyond them. 

Not by ignoring or repressing them, but going into, understanding, seeing, transcending and 

sublimating, to reveal the immanence of divine love within and without. 

Perception can be de-fragmented. Not automatically (for then where’s the journey, the challenge, 

the momentum, the direct experience lived and living… the joy of the good that comes with the 

contrast of having known the bad…?). No, this process cannot happen on someone else’s terms, not 

on someone else’s program- but with your own responsibility, hard work honestly looking at 

yourself, working with your direct perception, challenging (your) (primarily) assumptions in order to 

welcome in new ways of being. Then we have a chance to see with wholeness, and live our part 

wholly. Wholly Alive and Being Here. 

Beyond subject-object (divide)… [and yet within it too… ]HERENOW (One). 

THIS BEAUTIFUL BEING OF LOVE. 

~ Nathan Godolphin, 02/02/18. 


